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 i 
Preface 
Purpose of the study, the logic of the argument, and 
summary of results 
The purpose of this study is to explore to what extent data on the educational 
attainment of employees can be used as indicators of the innovation capacities of 
enterprises. The study is purely statistical: we investigate the statistical relationship 
between variables expressing the educational attainment of employees and more 
established indicators of innovation capacity and activity, both on a simple bivariate 
basis and when we control for other variables. The study thus uses simple correlation 
analysis as well as multiple regression analysis.  
Of the established innovation indicators perhaps the most well known and most often 
used is expenditures on R&D. R&D expenditures have been used both as indicators 
of innovation capacity, innovation activity, and innovation performance more 
generally. Moreover, they have been used to measure the innovation activity and 
performance of different kinds of societal units, at different levels: enterprises, 
industries, nations, etc. To make the expenditures comparable across units it is 
customary to express them as intensities by dividing them on some measure of the 
total size or total activity of each of the units in question, most commonly as R&D 
expenditures as a proportion of value added (of GDP in the case of nations) or as a 
proportion of sales, or also R&D expenditures per employee or (for instance in the 
case of regions or nations or even larger areas) per inhabitant. In many countries 
R&D data have been collected on a regular basis for many years. 
Other indicators of innovation activity or innovation performance have also been 
used, for instance the number of patent applications, technological balance of 
payments, etc. 
More recently, many countries have carried out innovation surveys, where a large 
number of enterprises have been asked a wide variety of questions concerning 
innovation activities, including R&D expenditures. Notably, this has been done 
inside the framework of the European Community Innovation Survey (CIS), which 
was carried out in first in 1992, and then a second time in 1992. In this study we use 
the data from the Norwegian innovation survey of 1997, which is part of the second 
Community Innovation Survey (CIS II). These data thus give us several different 
kinds of innovation indicators, including R&D expenditures. 
What we bring into the picture in this study is data on the educational attainment of 
the employees of each of the enterprises in the innovation survey. We have access to 
public register data on the highest attained education level of all employees of all 
Norwegian enterprises, and thus of all enterprises participating in the innovation 
survey. In both data sources, each enterprise has a unique identity number, allowing 
us to add the variables from one source to the variables from the other. We have 
education data for several of the most recent years. Since most of the data from the 
innovation survey refer to the year 1997 (those which  do not refer to the three year 
period 1995-1997), we have here chosen to use the year 1997 also for the education 
data. 
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The units of observation in the innovation survey are enterprises. If an enterprise in 
1997 has R&D expenditures of 5 million NOK and a total turnover of 100 million 
NOK, it has an R&D intensity of 5 per cent. Thus, R&D intensity is here a 
characteristic of the enterprises. One enterprise may have an R&D intensity of 5 per 
cent, another 2 per cent, yet another 0 per cent, i.e. no R&D expenditures at all. Thus 
the enterprises are the units of observation, R&D intensity is a variable expressing a 
characteristic of the different enterprises, along with other variables expressing other 
characteristics of the enterprises. 
In the same way we make the educational attainment of employees into 
characteristics of enterprises. If an enterprise has altogether 100 employees and 5 of 
these are engineers (according to some definition to be more precisely determined), 
we may say that the engineer intensity of the enterprise is 5 per cent. Thus, both 
R&D intensity and engineer intensity are here characteristics of enterprises: one 
enterprise may have an R&D intensity of 5 per cent and an engineer intensity of 5 
per cent, another an R&D intensity of 1 per cent and an engineer intensity of 4 per 
cent, and so on. Both R&D intensity and engineer intensity are variables classifying 
the enterprises according to different characteristics. Our education data allow us to 
construct many different education variables, classifying the enterprises according to 
the proportion of their employees which have different kinds of highest attained 
formal education, and according to whether or not they have employees with 
different kinds of educational characteristics at all. Likewise, we have many 
variables from the innovation survey, classifying the enterprises according to 
different characteristics relating to innovation activities. 
Research questions 
Given this background, the present study addresses two main research questions. 
The first main research question asks to what extent the variables measuring the 
educational attainment of employees may be used as indicators of the innovative 
capabilities of the enterprises who employ them. Basically we make this into a 
question of bivariate relationships between education variables and innovation 
variables. Here we look at several innovation indicators. In particular we focus on the 
relationship between educational attainment and R&D. The reason for the special 
focus on R&D is twofold. In the first place, R&D is more widely used, has been used 
for a longer time, is more well known and hopefully also more well understood than 
the other innovation indicators from the innovation survey. In the second place, and 
largely for the reason just stated, R&D has a special role to play in the context of the 
second main research question, to be explained below. 
A comment is in place here. This procedure, measuring the education variables 
against the variables from the innovation survey, so to speak, might be interpreted as 
implying that we take the latter as given, established, ‘true’ indicators of innovative 
capabilities. This is not how we should see it. The variables in the innovation survey 
must be seen as part of a larger project of developing better innovation indicators. 
They must be seen as provisional, in the course of being tested out, improved upon, 
superseded, but perhaps also discarded. There might easily be other indicators of 
innovation, perhaps equally valid, perhaps better, which would have a higher 
correlation with the educational attainment variables than what we find for the 
variables from the innovation survey. Even if we here use the latter variables as a 
yardstick for measuring the suitability of the educational attainment variables as 
indicators of innovative capability, we should rather see this as part of a process of 
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reciprocal validation. If we find no or very few meaningful correlations between the 
education attainment variables and the innovation survey variables, this should not 
simply make us reject the former variables as indicators of innovative capacities, but 
also throw some doubts on the latter. Conversely, to the extent that the education 
variables do correlate in meaningful ways with the innovation survey variables, this 
may be seen as partial corroboration of the latter as innovation indicators. 
It should be equally clear, however, that it would be highly problematic to go to the 
opposite extreme and simply take for granted that the education variables will be 
good indicators of innovative capability. There are at least two reasons for this. 
Firstly, what matters for the innovative performance of business enterprises is the 
real competence of employees in the specific situation of the concrete business 
enterprise. What our education variables measure, on the other hand, is the formal 
competence of employees in the form of formal educational attainment. It is an open 
question to what extent formal educational attainment is a reliable measure of the 
real competence which is at issue here. Secondly, there may be many kinds of 
competence essential to the successful running of business enterprises which, 
nevertheless, have little or nothing to do with the capacity for innovation. Indeed, 
there might even in part be opposition between competence required for the smooth 
running of efficient routines and competence required for breaking with established 
routines to launch new ones. Thus, the question of the suitability of the educational 
attainment variables as indicators of innovative capability should in essence be 
regarded as an empirical question. 
The second main research question is closely related to one of the issues lying behind 
the introduction of innovation surveys like the CIS. This is the growing gaining of 
acceptance of the view that there is far more to innovation than R&D (an issue 
related to the critique of the so called ‘linear model’ of innovation). There are other 
types of competence essential to innovative capability, other dimensions of 
innovative capability, than what is reflected in R&D activity and R&D expenditures. 
The innovation surveys of the CIS type are thus in part devised to find out more 
about the different dimensions of innovative capability. What do the other 
dimensions than what is captured by R&D consist in, how do they differ from the 
dimension or dimensions captured by R&D, what characterizes more precisely the 
latter dimension (or dimensions). 
The second main research question addresses this multi-dimensionality of innovative 
capability. This second question presupposes that the education attainment variables 
to some extent reflect innovative capability. It then asks to what extent the education 
variables express the same dimension of innovative capability as what is captured by 
R&D and to what extent they express other dimensions of innovative capability. This 
question essentially involves multivariate analysis. The R&D variables here enter the 
analysis as control variables: we look at the relationships between education 
variables and innovation survey variables other than R&D, and investigate to what 
extent and in what ways these relationships are modified when we control for R&D. 
We will explain the procedure in more detail below. 
Until recently, detailed data on R&D expenditures and other indicators of innovation 
have only been collected systematically for the manufacturing sector. Most studies 
using these kind of data have consequently also largely been confined to 
manufacturing industries. For instance, the OECD classification of industries into 
high-tech, medium-tech and low-tech, based on their total R&D intensity (for 
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instance, total R&D expenditures as a proportion of total value added in each 
industry), has only ranked industries within this sector. Only recently has systematic 
collection of detailed and comprehensive data of this kind been extended to 
industries outside of manufacturing. Consequently, we know far less about how the 
R&D indicators and the additional indicators from the innovation surveys function in 
industries outside of manufacturing. For this reason we have chosen to limit also the 
present analysis to the manufacturing sector, although our data also cover much of 
the rest of the economy. An extension of this analysis to sectors outside of 
manufacturing may be the subject of a subsequent study, but then one should also 
investigate more thoroughly how the R&D indicators and other innovation indicators 
function in these industries in the first place: Whether they function largely in the 
same way as for manufacturing or if there are important differences here. 
We should also note an additional limitation of the population: The Norwegian 
innovation survey only cover enterprises with at least 10 employees. 
The logic of the argument 
First a short note on the educational attainment variables. We here use variables 
which measure the proportion of the employees of each enterprise who have different 
kinds of educational characteristics. In addition, we use dichotomous variables 
saying whether or not the enterprise in question has employees with each of these 
educational characteristic at all. Among the higher education we distinguish between 
four broad types: 1) engineering subjects, 2) other natural science subjects, 3) 
business administration, accounting, economics, etc., and 4) other higher education 
(social science, law, medicine, etc.). Normally, only a small proportion of employees 
will belong to any of these groups. We also wished to have a measure of a more 
general average level of educational attainment, and here we chose the proportion of 
employees with at least secondary education, a level which includes all those with 
higher education. Lastly, we also found it of interest to include a variable on the 
proportion of employees with craft education, a category which also is included in 
the category of those with at least secondary education. A more detailed definition 
and overview of these variables will be found in the main text below. 
We start the statistical analysis by looking at the bivariate relationships between the 
higher education intensity variables and R&D intensity, at the enterprise level. We 
here find that the two natural science education intensities correlate substantially 
with R&D intensity. The correlation of R&D intensity with the proportion of 
employees with at least secondary education is clearly smaller but still of some 
substance. For the two remaining higher education intensity variables as well as for 
craft intensity there is either very low correlation or none at all with R&D intensity. 
Here we also use regression analysis to predict R&D intensity with education 
variables as independent variables. When we study the effects of the different 
education variables controlling for the other variables, it turns out that it basically is 
only the natural science education variables which have an impact. Moreover, the 
effect of these variables largely remain when we control for the background variables 
enterprise size and industry. 
Here we thus have evidence that the natural science education variables quite clearly 
may be used as indicators of innovative capability, since they partly express the same 
dimension of innovative capability as the variables measuring R&D intensity. It 
remains to be seen whether there in addition is evidence that they express other 
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dimensions of innovative capability. The other education variables do not seem to 
reflect this R&D dimension of innovative capability to any significant degree. 
We have then looked at the relationship at the industry level between R&D intensity 
and the intensity of the four different higher education types which we distinguish. 
The total or average R&D intensity of an industry is often used as an indicator of the 
innovative performance of the whole industry, and thus for ranking the industries in 
terms of innovative performance. We look at whether we get the same or different 
rankings of industries if we instead measure the intensity of the different types of 
higher education at the industry level. We thus use average R&D intensity of each 
industry and average intensity of the different kinds of higher education to 
characterize the industries, and then we correlate the industry R&D intensities with 
the industry intensities of each higher education type. We find that the average 
intensities of the natural science educations give almost exactly the same industry 
ranking as the one based on R&D intensity, the correlation being almost 1 (0.96 and 
0.97). For the two other higher education intensities the corresponding correlations at 
the industry level are far lower. However, the impression here is that we not so much 
have to do with fundamentally different rankings of the industries. The impression in 
both cases is rather that a couple of atypical outlier industries deviate from a ranking 
which in large traits is the same as the one based on R&D intensity.  
We then go on to the multivariate analyses where we in essence use different 
innovation variables other than R&D as dependent variable, the education intensity 
variables as independent variables, and R&D intensity as control variables. As the 
dependent variable in all these cases is dichotomous, we here use logistic regression 
analysis. As dependent variable we use, first, whether the enterprise is innovative or 
not (to be explained more precisely in the main text). This analysis involves all 
enterprises, and we predict the probability of being innovative. The rest of the 
analysis involves only the enterprises with innovation. Among these we predict the 
probability of having product innovations (as opposed to only process innovations), 
then the probability of having engaged in innovation cooperation, and lastly the 
probability of having applied for patents. 
The procedure in each case is the following. We first use only the education variables 
to explain the dependent innovation variable. We then control the effect of the 
education variables for R&D intensity. At an intermediate stage we also control for 
the background variables enterprise size and industry, so that the R&D variables are 
entered on top of these background variables. At each stage we assess the addition to 
the predictive success of the model accounted for by the education variables. Thus, 
focusing on the relationships between the education variables and the innovation 
variables other than R&D, we first we assess the effect of the education variables 
when entered alone, then we control for enterprise size and industry, then we also 
control for R&D intensity. 
We then interpret the results basically in the following way. To the extent that the 
education variables correlate with the innovation variables, i.e. when entered alone as 
independent variables, they do express innovative capability. To the extent that their 
effects are reduced when we control for R&D intensity, they express the same 
dimension of innovative capability as that expressed by R&D. To the extent that their 
effects remain after we control for R&D intensity, on the other hand, there is 
indication that the education variables express other dimensions of innovative 
capability, not captured by R&D intensity. 
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We should here also note a simplifying assumption of the present analysis, namely 
the assumption that R&D intensity expresses one single dimension of innovative 
capability. A more detailed analysis would probably find that there are different 
dimensions also to R&D, for instance between the R and D part. To simplify again, 
we can here think of the difference between the relatively more straightforward 
application of results of scientific research in pharmaceuticals and the more 
interactive testing and revising development work in the production of different 
kinds of machine tools. However, testing out this would require more detailed data, 
allowing us to distinguish between different components of R&D. 
Summary of results 
We find a clear contrast between the natural science education variables, on the one 
hand, and the other education variables, on the other. The natural science education 
variables in general correlate more strongly with the innovation variables than the 
other education variables. They may thus clearly function as indicators of innovative 
capability, as already by their substantial correlation with R&D intensity. However, 
their effects also almost invariably become non significant when we control for 
R&D. In a couple of the cases they even become non significant already when we 
control for the background variables enterprise size and industry. They thus only 
express the R&D dimension of innovative capability. They belong to the R&D 
dimension. For instance, they are instrumental in bringing about R&D: to perform 
R&D, you tend to need engineers, chemists, etc. 
Several of the other education variables also correlate with the innovation variables, 
although less strongly so than the natural science education variables. Thus, they also 
function as indicators of the innovative capability of enterprises. Furthermore, being 
not or only weakly correlated with R&D intensity, the effects of these education 
variables tend to remain even when we control for R&D. To the extent that they do 
express innovative capabilities, we thus have indication that they express other 
dimensions of innovative capability than the R&D dimension. 
In conclusion, the adding of the data on the educational attainment of employees to 
the R&D and other innovation data would seem worthwhile and promising. We get 
reasonably strong and meaningful correlations with the innovation variables, which 
also serves as a partial validation of the latter: it strengthens our confidence that they 
do reflect important aspects of innovative capability and activity. The education 
variables seem partly to reflect the R&D dimension of innovative capability, partly 
other dimensions, and in a pattern which makes sense. Moreover, we should not 
forget that there are aspects of competence important for economic performance 
which may have little or nothing to do with the capability for innovation. Thus, the 
education data may be of importance also in investigations where we not focus 
primarily on innovation, but for instance more broadly on the role of innovation in 
economic performance, where other kinds of competence may be equally important. 
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 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will look at the relationship between education and innovation, 
using data at the enterprise level. The data come from two sources. One is the 
Norwegian innovation survey of 1997 (part of CIS II). The other is data on highest 
achieved formal education of individuals in Norway in 1997. These data have been 
aggregated by enterprise, so that we for each enterprise have the proportion of 
employees with different kinds of highest attained education level. These data have 
then been merged with the data from the innovation survey. 
We want here to explore the question of whether, or rather to what extent, education 
level in the above sense may be used as an indicator of the innovative capacity of 
business enterprises. A further question is whether this indicator roughly says the 
same as R&D intensity and other more familiar indicators, or whether education 
indicators may help uncover other dimensions of innovative capacity than R&D. 
We will in the following focus exclusively on the manufacturing sector. 
THE DATA 
The Norwegian innovation survey of 1997 is a component of the European 
Community Innovation Survey (CIS II). Here a representative sample of enterprises 
have been asked a number of questions relating to innovation. In the Norwegian 
survey only enterprises with at least 10 employees are included. (The European data 
cover only enterprises with at least 20 employees.) A couple of introductory 
questions allow us to distinguish between enterprises with and without innovations. 
The definition refers to the three year period 1995-1997, and the questions are 
whether the enterprise during this period has developed or introduced any 
technologically changed products, and whether the enterprise during this period has 
developed or introduced any technologically changed processes. The enterprises who 
answer in the affirmative to one or both of these questions may thus be defined as 
innovative, those who answer no to both questions as not innovative. Roughly, a 
little less than half of the enterprises in the sample are innovative according to this 
definition (in the sample we will use here, the proportion is 44.3 per cent, see below). 
The enterprises who are defined as innovative have then been asked a number of 
questions regarding their innovative activities and the results of this activity, for 
instance on R&D expenditures and other expenditures relating to innovation 
activities, on innovation cooperation with other enterprises or institutions, on patent 
applications, on how large proportion of sales product innovations accounted for, etc. 
In addition, for all enterprises, both innovative and non innovative, there is 
background information regarding such data as industry classification, number of 
employees, sales and exports. All these data refer either to the three year period 
1995-1997, or to the year 1997. 
As for the educational characteristics of the employees, we have data on all 
Norwegian enterprises. Since we also have the same organization numbers for 
identifying the individual enterprises in both data sets, we have thus been able to add 
the education variables to all the observations in the Innovation survey. For the 
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2 
education data we have here chosen the year 1997, as this is the year which most of 
the Innovation survey data, and notably the R&D data, refer to. 
Our sample is thus the sample from the Innovation survey of 1997, to which we have 
added data on the education level of the employees in each of the enterprises. 
Confining ourselves to the manufacturing sector we thus have a total sample of 1944 
enterprises. For some of the analyses, our sample is further restricted to enterprises 
with innovation, in which case the number of observations is 861.  
The innovation survey sample is a stratified sample, where the probability of 
selection varies across strata. This deviation from the case where the observations 
have been selected through simple random sampling creates complications for the 
statistical analysis of the data, especially for the estimation of standard errors and 
confidence intervals, and thus for the evaluation of statistical significance. To take 
this deviation from a simple random sample into account would have complicated 
the analysis of the data substantially, and we have chosen not to do so here. Our main 
purpose in this paper has been to investigate to what extent the education variables 
contribute to explaining the variation in different dependent variables over and above 
other variables, notably R&D variables, i.e. when we control for these other 
variables. We thus use our sample more as one uses one’s sample in an experiment. 
Besides, the results of this investigation are not likely to be substantially altered if we 
take account of the complex data structure. This is especially so since we in each 
analysis also control for the variables which define the strata from which the 
observations were drawn, namely enterprise size and industry. Only substantial 
interaction between the education variables and other independent variables in the 
effects on the dependent variables would substantially alter the conclusions if we 
took the complex data structure into account, and this is not likely. We may on a later 
occasion investigate this question explicitly through a more complicated analysis 
which aims to take the complex data structure into account. 
THE EDUCATION VARIABLES 
For all the enterprises we have data on the highest attained educational level of each 
employee. Thus, for each enterprise we have the number of employees with different 
kinds of highest attained educational levels. We will express these numbers as a 
proportion of total employees, to get an intensity measure of the different kinds of 
formal educational qualifications. 
We will in this paper use the following education variables. 
First there is the proportion of employees who have at least secondary education, 
whether this is their highest attained level or they have afterwards also attained 
higher levels. This variable will be referred to as seceup. 
Of those who have gone further than the secondary level, one group is those who 
have some kind of craft education. The proportion of employees with such craft 
education is referred to as craftp. We here also use a dichotomous variable 
registering whether the enterprise in question has any employees with craft education 
or not. This variable is referred to as craft01.  
We then have a number of variables classifying employees with different kinds of 
higher education. We have four different kinds of higher education, each at two 
different levels. Furthermore, for all this educational characteristics we have both an 
Educational attainment as an indicator 
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intensity variable registering the proportion of employees with the different kinds of 
characteristics, and a dichotomous variable saying whether the enterprise has any 
employees with the educational characteristic in question or not. This gives 
altogether 16 higher education variables. 
The four different kinds of higher education are 1) engineering education, 2) other 
natural science education, 3) business administration, accountancy, economics, etc., 
and 4) other higher education. The two levels we use are the wide level and the 
highest level. The wide level includes all who have completed any kind of such 
education requiring at least one year of study beyond secondary education. The 
highest level includes only those who have completed an education requiring at least 
five years of study beyond secondary education. Note that we have chosen to let the 
wide level include the highest level. 
The following table summarizes the 16 higher education variables and shows which 
variable names we use to refer to them: 
 
type of education wide level highest level 
 dichotomous 
 
intensity dichotomous intensity 
engineering engin01 enginw engin05 engin5p 
other natural science nres01 nresw nres05 nres5p 
business adm., etc. econ01 econw econ05 econ5p 
other higher education ores01 oresw ores05 ores5p 
 
With the two craft education variables (craft01 and craftp) and the proportion of all 
who have at least secondary education (seceup), we thus operate with altogether 19 
education variables. 
All the dichotomous variables are coded 1 if the characteristic is present, 0 if it is not. 
For all the intensity variables, the proportions are expressed as percentages. 
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2. R&D INTENSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
ATTAINMENT AT THE ENTERPRISE LEVEL 
Let us first look at the relationship between the education level of the work force and 
R&D intensity, which is perhaps the most used indicator of the innovative capacity 
of enterprises, industries and countries. The innovation survey has data on R&D 
expenditures for 1997, both internal R&D (R&D performed within the enterprise) 
and external R&D (acquisition of R&D services). We also have data on sales for 
1997. Dividing R&D expenditures by sales we get a measure of R&D intensity. (We 
would have preferred R&D to value added, but the latter figure is not available.) 
The R&D variables are very skewed. More than 75 per cent of the enterprises have 
no R&D expenditures at all. Among the enterprises which do have R&D 
expenditures most have low values, while a few have very high values. Ordinary 
averages therefore are problematic as measures of central tendency here. In general, 
the logged of the R&D intensity values function substantially better than the original 
R&D intensity values. For instance, using the logged values when R&D variables are 
independent variables tends to improve the prediction of the value of dependent 
variable. We use the logged versions of the R&D values. More precisely, R&D 
intensities have been expressed in per cent, and the figure 1 has been added. Then log 
values have been taken of these figures. In the table below, the averages reported are 
the averages of these logged values, transformed back into the original R&D 
intensity scale. The table also shows the proportion of enterprises with R&D 
expenditures. 
Average R&D intensity, per cent (mean of logged values, then transformed back 
to original scale), and proportion of enterprises with R&D, per cent, all 
enterprises. 
 
 
Average 
intensity 
 
Proportion of 
enterprises  
with R&D 
 
Internal R&D 0.212 22.6
External R&D 0.081 15.8
Total R&D 0.257 24.4
 
We see that only 24.4 per cent of the enterprises have R&D expenditures. 22.6 per 
cent have internal R&D, only 15.8 per cent external R&D. For internal R&D 
intensity, the central tendency value given in the table is 0.2 per cent. The ordinary 
average is 0.5 per cent, while the 90th percentile has 1.1 per cent internal R&D 
intensity, the 95th percentile has 3.1 per cent and the 99th percentile an internal R&D 
intensity of 10.4 per cent. 
The education variables are also skewed, but not nearly to the same degree as the 
R&D intensity variables. For the education variables the original variables seem to 
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function better, i.e. give a better fit when used as independent variables, than when 
the logged values are used. Therefore we use the original variables and the averages 
reported in the table below are ordinary averages. For the higher education 
categories, the wide definitions have been used, i.e. all who have completed any kind 
of such education requiring at least one year of study beyond secondary education 
are included. 
Average proportion employees with different kinds of education, per cent, and 
proportion of enterprises with employees with the different kinds of education, 
per cent, all enterprises. Wide definition for the higher education categories. 
 
Type of education 
 
Average 
intensity 
 
Proportion of 
enterprises 
 
Secondary or more 50.4 100.0 
Craft 11.7 78.3 
Engineer 3.9 51.4 
Other natural science 1.1 34.0 
Business adm. 2.7 55.0 
Other higher education 3.7 55.2 
 
There are no enterprises in the sample who do not have at least one employee with at 
least secondary education. A vast majority of the enterprises, 78 per cent, have 
employees with craft education. For each of the higher education categories, just 
over half of the enterprises have employees with such education, apart for the other 
natural science category, where the proportion is just over one third. For the higher 
education categories the average proportion of employees ranges from 3.9 per cent 
for engineers to 1.1 per cent with other natural science. Average craft intensity is 
11.7 per cent, while average proportion of employees with at least secondary 
education is 50.4 per cent. 
The characterisation of the education variables as skewed more specifically applies 
to the higher education variables. The craft intensity variable is only slightly skewed, 
while the proportion of employees with at least secondary education is not skewed at 
all. 
We now go on to look at the correlations among these variables. We first look at the 
correlations among the R&D variables, which are shown in the following correlation 
matrix: 
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Logrdin is the logged values of the internal R&D intensity variable, as explained 
above. Logrdex and logrdt are in the same way the logged values of external R&D 
intensity and total R&D intensity, respectively. 
There is, naturally, a high correlation between internal and external R&D intensity. 
24.4 per cent of the enterprises have R&D. More than half of these have both types 
of R&D. 
We next look at the correlations among the education variables. We only look at the 
intensity variables, and for the higher education variables only in their wide 
definition. The coefficients are shown in the following correlation matrix: 
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There is a quite high correlation between engineer intensity and the intensity of 
employees with other natural science education (0.49). There is also a reasonably 
high correlation between buiness administration intensity and other higher education 
intensity (0.32). Craft education intensity correlates negatively with higher education 
other than natural science, not significantly with engineer intensity and slightly 
negatively with other natural science education intensity. The proportion with at least 
secondary education correlates positively and quite substantially with all the other 
variables, both the craft variable and the four higher education variables. 
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We can then look at the correlation of R&D intensity with the different education 
intensities. For the higher education variables we use the wide definition. We start 
with internal R&D intensity, where we use the logged values as explain above. The 
coefficients and their p-values are shown in the table below. 
Correlation of internal R&D intensity (logrdin) with education intensities (wide 
definition for higher education), all enterprises (N=1921). 
 
logrdin 
 
coefficient 
 
p-value 
 
 seceup 0.227 <0.0001 ***
 craftp -0.045 0.0482 *
 oresw 0.030 0.1905 
 econw 0.131 <0.0001 ***
 nresw 0.377 <0.0001 ***
 enginw 0.446 <0.0001 ***
 
We see that the engineer intensity in particular, but also other natural science 
intensity correlates highly with internal R&D intensity. The correlation is much 
higher than for business adm. intensity. For the rest of higher education it is virtually 
0 and not significant. For the total of secondary education or higher, i.e. including all 
the other categories in addition to those who have only secondary education, the 
correlation is higher than for business administration intensity but lower than for the 
natural science intensities. 
The corresponding correlations between the education variables and external R&D 
intensity are shown in the following table: 
Correlation of external R&D intensity (logrdex) with education intensities (wide 
definition for higher education), all enterprises (N=1921). 
 
logrdex 
 
coefficient 
 
p-value 
 
 seceup 0.197 <0.0001 ***
 craftp -0.006 0.8045 
 oresw 0.047 0.0402 *
 econw 0.097 <0.0001 ***
 nresw 0.300 <0.0001 ***
 enginw 0.310 <0.0001 ***
 
Basically the same picture emerges here as for internal R&D intensity, but the 
coefficients are somewhat lower. The correlation is substantially higher with the 
intensity of the natural science educations (engineers and other natural science) than 
with the intensity of business administration subjects and other higher education. 
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This picture is confirmed by a simple factor analysis of these variables. We have 
used seven of the eight above variables (excluding the secondary education variable). 
After rotation of the initial factors (we have here used the Promax option in SAS) we 
get the following factor structure: 
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Here there emerge two factors with an eigenvalue of more than 1, and they are quite 
clearly set out from the rest. The first factor is highly correlated with both the two 
R&D intensity variables and the two natural science education intensities. The 
second factor is highly correlated with the two other higher education intensities, i.e. 
business adm. intensity and the intensity of other higher education. 
Thus, engineer intensity and other natural science intensity are most likely to 
correlate with innovation variables. At the same time, it may be that they give little in 
addition to the R&D variables. I.e., it may be that when we control for R&D, the 
effects of these variables will largely disappear. 
The other education variables here are not highly correlated with the R&D variables. 
It is less clear that they will be correlated with other innovation variables. But to the 
extent that they are meaningfully correlated with other innovation variables, they are 
more likely to constitute a different dimension of innovative capacity. In that case 
they will be more likely to contribute something in addition to R&D variables. 
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Using education variables to predict R&D intensity 
We have seen that many of the education variables correlate substantially with R&D 
intensity bivariately, i.e. when we correlate just two variables with it other at the 
time. 
Let us now look at this multivariately, using R&D intensity as dependent variable 
and the education variable as independent variables, to see which education variables 
are still significantly correlated with R&D intensity when we control for the other 
education variables. We will then also introduce enterprise size and industry two see 
how much the education variables contribute with over and above these background 
variables. In the following we will only look at internal R&D intensity (logrdin) as 
dependent variable, not external R&D. 
First we use only the education variables as independent variables, and concerning 
higher education we use only the wide definition variables. We use an ordinary least 
squares regression model with internal R&D intensity with logged values (logrdin) 
as dependent variable. After excluding variables which are not significant at the 5 per 
cent level, we get the following model: 
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It turns out that when we enter the education variables together, i.e. control the effect 
of each for the other variables, three of the variables contribute significantly to 
explaining internal R&D intensity. These are, first, the proportion of employees with 
engineering education and the proportion with other natural science education. This 
is to be expected, as these variables were the ones most highly correlated with R&D 
intensity. But also the dichotomous ores01, which says whether or not there are any 
employees with other higher education, i.e. higher education but neither engineer, 
other natural science or business administration, is very clearly significant and 
positive, even when we control for the other variables. 
Here R2 is 0.24. We get some improvement by adding variables for the highest 
education level: 
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We here get two more highly significant and positive variables. These are nres5p, the 
proportion of employees with the highest level of other natural science education, 
and engin05, the dichotomous variable saying whether or not there are employees 
with the highest engineering education. R2 here rises to 0.257. 
R&D intensity varies with enterprise size and industry. For enterprise size we use the 
logged values of the number of employees (we call this variable logemp). 
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We have divided the manufacturing sector into 13 industries, defined at the NACE 2 
digit level, as shown in the following table: 
 
Industry 
 
NACE 2 Dummies 
 
Food, beverages, tobacco 15-16 reference 
Textiles, leather, wood  17-20 di1720 
Pulp and paper 21 di21 
Printing, publishing 22 di22 
Chemicals, chemical products 24 di24 
Rubber, mineral products 25-26 di2526 
Basic metals 27 di27 
Metal products 28 di28 
Machinery and equipment 29 di29 
Electronics, instruments 30, 32-33 di3033 
Electrical machinery 31 di31 
Transport equipment 34-35 di3435 
Other manufacturing, recycling 36-37 di36 
 
The table also shows the names we have given to the respective dummy variables 
used in the regression models below. 
Let us now first use only enterprise size and industry to predict R&D intensity. We 
then get the following results: 
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Both size and industry are very significant. R2 here is 0.191. The positive effect of 
enterprise size (logemp) here first and foremost reflects that the probability of having 
R&D expenditures at all increases sharply with enterprise size. 
Controlling for enterprise size, we see that R&D intensity is high in electronics etc. 
(di3033), chemicals (di24) and electrical machinery (di31), it is low in printing and 
publishing (di22), Food and beverages (the reference group) and pulp and paper 
(di21). 
We can then enter both size, industry and the education variables in the same model 
to investigate how much of the total variation in the dependent variable the education 
variables contribute with over and above the background variables size and industry. 
Again we start with only the wide definitions of our four types of higher education. 
After excluding non significant variables we get the following model: 
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Both size and industry are highly significant when we control for the education 
variables. In addition, four of the education variables are significant. Again, this 
applies to the proportion of employees with engineering education (enginw) and the 
proportion with other natural science education (nresw), as well as the dichotomous 
ores01, which says whether there are any employees with other higher education (i.e. 
other than engineer, other natural science or business/economics. But here also the 
dichotomous nres01, which says whether there are any employees with other natural 
science education, is significant. Moreover, the coefficient is negative, giving a 
perhaps somewhat curious non-linear relationship between the intensity of other 
natural science and R&D intensity. 
R2 here rises to 0.285, up from 0.191 in the model with only size and industry as 
independent variables. 
Again we get some improvement by introducing the highest level of the four higher 
education types. After excluding non significant variables we get the following 
model: 
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R2 now rises further to 0.296. Again this should be compared to 0.191 from the 
model with only size and industry as independent variables. Three of the highest 
level education variables are significant at the 5 per cent level, all of them are 
positive. Two are dichotomous: whether or not there are employees with the highest 
level of other natural science (nres05) and whether there are employees with the 
highest level of engineering education (engin05). Lastly, there is the proportion of 
employees with the highest level of other natural science (nres5p). 
There is thus a clear relationship between the education variables and R&D intensity 
at the enterprise level, also when we control for the background variables size and 
industry. The overall impression is that only the natural science educations matter 
here, i.e. engineering educations and other natural science. Only one other education 
variable is significant when the other variables are controlled for, namely the 
dichotomous ores01, whether there are employees with other higher education. 
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3. EDUCATION AND R&D INTENSITY AT THE 
INDUSTRY LEVEL 
Industries are often characterized in terms of R&D intensity, where R&D intensity is 
used as a measure of the innovation activity and innovation capacity of the 
industries. The characterization of industries as high-tech, medium-tech and low-tech 
has often been based simply on the R&D intensity of the industries. 
Let us now instead characterize the industries in terms of the intensity of the four 
types of higher education. We will here simply use industry averages. We will use 
the wide definition of higher education. For each of the four average higher 
education intensities we will compare to the industry averages for internal R&D 
intensity. Here we use the logged variables, as explained above. 
To what extent will the different education intensities give the same ranking among 
industries as R&D intensity, and to what extent will they give an alternative ranking? 
We first look at the relationship between internal R&D intensity and the proportion 
of engineers among the employees. This is shown in the following figure: 
Average proportion engineers among employees (y-axis), average internal R&D 
intensity (x-axis), by industry. 
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We see that at the industry level the ranking by engineer intensity closely resembles 
the ranking by R&D intensity. As measured by the Pearson’s r correlation 
coefficient, i.e. treating the intensities as quantitative variables, we get a correlation 
of 0.960, in other words almost perfect. Using Kendall’s tau, i.e. treating the 
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rankings of the industries only as rankings, ordinally, we also get a high correlation, 
0.744. 
We go on to look at the relationship between R&D intensity and other natural 
science education intensity at the industry level. This is shown in the following 
figure: 
Average proportion other natural science education among employees (y-axis), 
average internal R&D intensity (x-axis), by industry. 
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The picture here very much resembles the picture from the relationship between 
R&D intensity and engineer intensity. Treating the intensities quantitatively, i.e. 
using Pearson’s r, we get a correlation of 0.967, again an almost perfect relationship. 
Treating the variables ordinally, we get a high although not perfect correlation, with 
a tau correlation coefficient of 0.641. 
Next we look at the relationship between business administrator, etc. intensity and 
R&D intensity at the industry level. This is shown in the following figure: 
Educational attainment as an indicator 
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Average proportion employees with business administration, etc. among 
employees (y-axis), average internal R&D intensity (x-axis), by industry. 
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At the enterprise level the correlation between business administrator intensity and 
R&D intensity was much lower than between R&D intensity and the two natural 
science education intensities. As expected, this is also the case at the industry level. 
Pearson r is here 0.537, while tau is 0.385. Both coefficients are significant at the 10 
per cent level, but not at the 5 per cent level. 
It is possible to describe the relationship here by saying that we have three outliers 
from a linear relationship. Printing and publishing, in particular, and also Pulp and 
paper, in this perspective have a higher business administrator intensity than we 
would ‘expect’ from the R&D intensity, while Electronics, etc. has a lower business 
administrator intensity than expected in this sense. Without these three outliers 
Pearson r becomes 0.960, but this of course is a very ad hoc way of making a high 
correlation appear! (But removal of only two of the outliers also gives a very high 
correlation coefficient, 0.886.) 
Lastly, let us look at the relationship between other higher education intensity and 
R&D intensity at the industry level. This is shown in the following figure: 
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Average proportion other higher education among employees (y-axis), average 
internal R&D intensity (x-axis), by industry. 
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At the enterprise level we found no correlation between other higher education 
intensity and internal R&D intensity, and this is also what we find at the industry 
level: the correlation is very low, with Pearson r of only 0.079 and tau of only 0.103, 
neither of which, of course, are significant.  
However, in this case there really is one single outlier at the industry level, namely 
Printing and publishing. This industry has a very low R&D intensity but an 
extremely high intensity of other higher education, three times as high as the second 
highest ranked industry. Removing this single industry, we find a high positive 
correlation between other higher education intensity and internal R&D intensity, with 
a Pearson’s r of 0.858. 
The very high other higher education in Printing and publishing obviously reflects 
the fact that we here get all the consultants and editors etc. in publishing companies. 
Publishing in any case is quite special in relation to manufacturing in general, and 
one may question whether this activity should be classified as part of manufacturing 
at all. 
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Conclusion 
We have looked at the relationship between R&D intensity and each of the four types 
of higher education intensity at the industry level. The intensity of employees with 
either of the two natural science educations, engineering education and other natural 
science, correlates strongly with R&D intensity. The industries which have high 
R&D intensity tend very strongly to have both high engineer intensity and high other 
natural science intensity, and correspondingly low intensity on these variables go 
together. 
For the two other higher education intensities the correlation with R&D intensity is 
much weaker. However, the impression here is not so much of an alternative ranking 
of the industries, expressing a different dimension of capacities and competence, as 
of deviation from the main pattern of a few outlier industries. This is very clear in the 
case of the intensity other higher education, where the correlation with R&D 
intensity is virtually zero, but where this deviation from a high correlation may be 
seen as the result of the strongly atypical combination of values of one single outlier 
industry. Removal of this industry makes the correlation with R&D intensity a strong 
one also here. 
This impression the relationship between business administrator intensity and R&D 
intensity also gives, though less clearly. The correlation at the industry level is 
moderate and significant only at the 10 per cent level. However, removal of two 
outlier industries makes the coefficient very high, and removal of three outliers 
makes it almost unity. 
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4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION 
AND INNOVATION 
We will now look at the proportion of the enterprises who have introduced at least 
one product or process innovation in the course of the three year period 1995-1997. 
In the present context, this is what is meant by having innovation or being innovative 
(see the introduction above). 
We will now look at the extent to which the probability of being innovative in this 
sense depends on the education variables. We will here use logistic regression 
analysis. 
Let us first use only education variables as independent variables, and let us use only 
the wide definition of the higher education variables. The model we then end up with 
is the following: 
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We see that only the higher education variables are significant here, i.e. neither the 
proportion of employees with craft education nor the wider category of the 
proportion of employees with at least secondary education, when the other variables 
are controlled for.  
Both for the proportion of employees with other higher education and the proportion 
with business administration, etc. education we get a special non-linear relationship: 
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to have employees with these kinds of education increases the probability of being 
innovative, but from there the probability decreases the higher the proportion is. 
For an enterprise with no employees with higher education (all independent variables 
have the value 0), this model predicts a probability of being innovative of 23.7 per 
cent. For an enterprise lying at about the 9th decile on all higher education variables 
(engineers 10 per cent, other natural science 3.6 per cent, business administration, 
etc. 7.2 per cent, other higher education 10 per cent) the predicted probability is 67.6 
per cent. For all enterprises the proportion is 44.3 per cent. 
Here we get a clear improvement in the prediction if we include the highest level of 
the higher education variables: 
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We see that all the variables from the former model are still significant. In addition, 
two of the eight higher level variables are significant, both of them dichotomous. 
They are whether there are employees with the highest level engineer education, 
engin05, and whether there are employees with the highest level of other natural 
science education, nres05. 
This model predicts a probability of being innovative for enterprises with no 
employees with higher education of 25.1 per cent. For enterprises lying at about the 
Educational attainment as an indicator 
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9th decile on all higher education variables in their wide definition (engineers 10 per 
cent, other natural science 3.6 per cent, business administration, etc. 7.2 per cent, 
other higher education 10 per cent), but no employees with the highest level, the 
predicted probability is 50.9 per cent. If in addition the enterprise has employees with 
the highest level engineer education and employees with the highest level other 
natural science education, the predicted probability is 79.5 per cent. 
Also the probability of being innovative varies with enterprise size and industry, and 
it is of interest to see how much the education variables contribute to the probability 
of being innovative over and above what is given by size and industry. Let us first 
look at size and industry alone: 
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The probability of being innovative increases strongly with enterprise size. 
Controlling for enterprise size, we find that the probability of being innovative is 
highest in chemicals (di24), electronics, etc. (di3033) and machinery (di29). It is 
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lowest in printing and publishing (di22), textiles etc. (di1720) and transport 
equipment (di3435). 
We can then control the education variables for enterprise size and industry: 
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Using only the wide definition of the higher education variables, we find that two of 
the education variables are significant. They are first and foremost the proportion of 
engineers among the employees (enginw), and the dichotomous variable saying 
whether there are employees with other higher education (ores01). 
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However, also here adding the highest level education variables gives a significantly 
better prediction: 
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We see that again the two significant highest level variables are whether there are 
employees with the highest level engineer education, engin05, and whether there are 
employees with the highest level of other natural science education, nres05. All four 
education variables are positive. Three of them are natural science education 
variables, and two of these engineer variables. 
We may note here that when we control for the education variables, the probability 
of being innovative is quite low in electronics, etc. (di3033). Thus, the high 
innovation frequency in this industry clearly reflects the high formal educational 
characteristics of its employees. This, of course, is a general point, but stands out 
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particularly clearly in this industry, with its high proportions of employees with 
higher education. 
Let us look at some probabilities of being innovative predicted by this model. Let us 
choose the machinery industry (di29), and 50 employees. For an enterprise with no 
employees with higher education, the probability of being innovative is then 45.7 per 
cent. For an enterprise with an engineer intensity of 10 per cent and with employees 
with other higher education, but with no employees with the highest level education 
in engineering or other natural science, it is 60.2 per cent. If the enterprise in addition 
both has employees with the highest level engineer education and employees with 
the highest level other natural science education, the predicted probability is 80.6 per 
cent. 
We will now bring R&D expenditures into the picture. It is obvious that R&D 
expenditures will be highly significant here. Of the 474 enterprises in the sample 
with either internal or external R&D expenditures (or both), 459 or 96.8 per cent 
have introduced at least one product or process innovation during the period. The 
question is now to what extent the other variables contribute to predicting innovation 
when we control for R&D expenditures. The following model sums up the results: 
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We see that when we control for R&D expenditures, the education variables are 
hardly significant at all. Only one of the education variables is significant at the 5 per 
cent level, and just barely. This is typically not one of the natural science education 
variables, which correlate substantially with R&D intensity, but the dichotomous 
variable reporting whether any employees have higher education within the business 
administration field (econ01). 
Given that almost all enterprises with R&D expenditures have innovation, it is 
logical that it is the dichotomous R&D variables which are significant. The R&D 
intensity variables give nothing in addition to these. 
We may also note that industry is just barely significant at the 5 per cent level when 
we control for R&D. The set of 12 dummies representing the 13 industries gives an 
addition to likelihood ratio chi-square of 22.54, which gives a p-value of 0.0319. 
Adding the highest level for the education variables gives no significant contribution 
to the prediction of the dependent variable. 
This means that among the enterprises without R&D expenditures we do not find any 
significant relationship between the education variables and innovation, when we 
control for enterprise size and industry. This is not trivial. Of the 1469 enterprises 
without R&D expenditures, 401 or 27.3 per cent have innovation. And, to take one of 
the education variables as an example, of these 1469 enterprises, 616 or 41.9 per cent 
have employees with higher education in engineering. Even if we exclude enterprises 
without R&D expenditures there is thus plenty of variation left in both the dependent 
and independent variables. 
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5. ANALYSIS OF ENTERPRISES WITH 
INNOVATION 
We now go on to look at different kinds of characteristics of enterprises with 
innovations. Consequently, we will exclude enterprises without innovation from the 
analysis. Our sample will in the following thus consist of 861 enterprises. 
TYPE OF INNOVATION: PRODUCT OR PROCESS 
We will first look at type of innovation, where the data distinguish between product 
innovations and process innovations. We may thus classify the innovative enterprises 
into three groups: those with only product innovations, those with only process 
innovations, and those with both types of innovations. However, previous work has 
shown that most important distinction here is between enterprises with product 
innovations, whether only product innovations or both types, on the one hand, and 
enterprises with only process innovations, on the other. The differences between 
enterprises with only product innovations and enterprises with both types of 
innovation are generally less important. 
Of the 861 enterprises with innovation, 652 or 75.7 per cent have product innovation 
(either only product innovations ort both types of innovation). Thus, 209 enterprises 
or 24.3 per cent of the enterprises with innovation have only process innovation. 
Let us first look at how the probability of having product innovation varies with the 
education variables among enterprises with innovation. After excluding the variables 
which are not significant at the 5 per cent level, we end up with the following model: 
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Three of the education variables are significant. The higher the proportion of 
employees with higher education in engineering (enginw), the higher the probability 
that the enterprise has product innovation. Also, this probability is higher among 
enterprises with employees with other natural science higher education than among 
enterprises where no employees have such education (nres01). The third education 
variable is negative: the higher the proportion of employees with craft education 
(craftp), the lower the probability that the enterprise has product innovation, i.e. the 
higher the probability that the enterprise has only process innovation. Nothing is here 
gained by adding the highest level of the higher education variables. 
If we divide likelihood ratio chi-square by total –2 log likelihood (i.e., for  “intercept 
only”) we get a measure which is analogous to R2. This here becomes 0.086.  
To what extent do the education variables contribute to explaining the probability of 
having product innovations among innovative enterprises over and above what is 
given by the other variables we are dealing with here? Let us next look at how this 
probability varies with enterprise size and industry.  
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The probability of having product innovation increases strongly with enterprise size. 
The industries with the highest proportion of enterprises with product innovation 
among enterprises with innovation are electronics, etc. (di3033), machinery (di29) 
and electrical machinery (di31). The industries with the lowest proportions are 
printing and publishing (di22) basic metals (di27) and pulp and paper (di21). 
Again we can calculate our R2 analogue, i.e. the likelihood ratio chi-square divided 
by total –2 log likelihood. This here becomes 0.089, practically the same as with only 
the education variables. 
Let us then see what is left of the education variables when we control for enterprise 
size and industry. After discarding non significant variables, we get the following 
model: 
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Three education variables are still significant. The two natural science education 
variables from the former model, enginw and nres01, correlate substantially with size 
and industry. Thus, the latter is no longer significant, and the former has got its 
coefficient and contribution to likelihood ratio chi-square considerably reduced. 
Instead, the proportion of employees with at least secondary education (seceup) is 
now significant. This is positive, like the dichotomous other natural science higher 
education variable which it ‘replaces,’ and like the engineer intensity variable. The 
proportion with craft education (craftp) is still both significant and negative. Adding 
the highest level of the higher education variables still does not give any significant 
increase in likelihood ratio chi-square. 
The education variables contribute substantially to predicting the probability of 
having product innovation among enterprises with innovation also when we control 
for enterprise size and industry. The R2 analogue is here 0.126, up from 0.089 
without the education variables. 
We then introduce the R&D variables, first replacing them for the education 
variables. We get the following model after excluding those that are not significant 
(at the 5 per cent level): 
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Some of the observations have missing values on the R&D variables. We here thus 
have 839 valid observation, instead of 861. The proportion who have product 
innovation among these is 75.7 per cent. 
Three of the four R&D variables are significant: the dichotomous have or have not 
internal R&D (rdin01), as well as both R&D intensity variables, i.e. internal and 
external R&D intensity. All three are positive. Thus, the higher the R&D intensity 
among enterprises with innovation, the higher the probability of having product 
innovation, even when we control for enterprise size and industry. 
The contribution of the R&D variables is here substantial. The R2 analogue is 0.190, 
up from 0.089 without the R&D variables. Thus, the contribution from the R&D 
variables is clearly larger than from the education variables. 
The question then becomes what effect there is left of the education variables when 
we also control for R&D. Eliminating the non significant variables, we end up with 
the following model: 
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We see that the engineer intensity variable is no longer significant. This is not 
surprising, as this variable correlates substantially with the R&D variables. However, 
both the two other education variables are still significant also when we control for 
R&D. We note also that the external R&D intensity variable (logrdex) is no longer 
significant when we control for education. 
The R2 analogue here becomes 0.201. Without the two education variables it is 
0.182. However, the contribution of the two R&D variables is much larger: without 
these two variables the R2 analogue is only 0.118. 
Looking at the output from the analysis, with the chi-squares and p-values of the 
individual variables, it might seem that the education variables contribute more than 
the R&D variables, with chi-squares of 11.2 and 14.3 from the former, 7.4 and 9.4 
from the latter. However, this reflects the fact that the R&D variables are more 
strongly correlated with each other than are the education variables, and thus the 
contribution of one of the variables in addition to the other is lower in the case of the 
R&D variables than in the case of the education variables. The contribution to 
likelihood ratio chi-square of the two education variables together is 18.043, which 
with 2 degrees of freedom gives a p-value of 0.0001. However, the contribution of 
the two R&D variables together is 79.596, which gives a p-value far below 0.0001, 
Again we note that adding the highest level of the higher education variables does 
not make any significant contribution to explaining the variation in the dependent 
variable. 
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6. INNOVATION COOPERATION 
We will now look at the probability of having innovation cooperation among 
enterprises with innovation. Here we have some missing values, so instead of all the 
861 enterprises with innovation, we have 852 observations. Of these 445, or 52.2 per 
cent, report that they have had innovation cooperation with other enterprises or 
institutions. 
We first look at how the probability of having innovation cooperation depends on the 
education variables. After excluding non-significant variables, we get the following 
model: 
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We here end up with 7 significant education variables. All of them are higher 
education variables, which means that neither the craft education variables nor the 
proportion of the workforce with at least secondary education are significant, when 
controlling for the other variables. Adding the highest level of the higher education 
variables contributes very significantly to predicting the occurrence of innovation 
cooperation: four of the seven variables are highest education level variables. The R2 
analogue is 0.119.  
The probability of having innovation cooperation very clearly increases with 
education level. Only one of the seven variables has a negative coefficient, namely 
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the proportion of employees with other higher education (oresw), where ‘other’ 
means higher education but not engineer, nor other natural science, nor business 
administration, etc. But the three remaining other higher education variables (ores01, 
ores05 and ores5p) are also significant, and they are positive, unlike oresw.  
Furthermore, both dichotomous engineer variables are significant and positive. 
Having employees with the highest level engineer education (engin05) increases the 
probability of having innovation, but even taking account of this effect, having 
employees with engineer education in the wide definition (engin01) increases this 
probability. 
Lastly, the probability of having innovation cooperation increases with the 
proportion of employees with the highest education level in other natural science 
(nres5p). 
To what extent do the education variables contribute to explaining the probability of 
having innovation cooperation also when we control for other variables. Let us first 
look at how the probability of having innovation cooperation varies with enterprise 
size, industry and type of innovation. This is summed up in the following model: 
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We here use all three type of innovation categories. Both types of innovation is the 
reference group. Pdonly and pconly are dummies for product only and process only, 
respectively. Enterprises with both types of innovation have a higher probability of 
having cooperation than the two other categories, but the difference from enterprises 
with only process innovation is clearly larger than from enterprises with only product 
innovation. 
The probability of having cooperation very clearly increases with enterprise size. 
Controlling for enterprise size and type of innovation, we see that there is a relatively 
high probability of cooperation in chemicals (di24), basic metals (di27) and 
electronics etc. (di3033), while the probability is relatively low in printing and 
publishing (di22), textiles, etc. (di1720) and other manufacturing (di36). 
The R2 analogue is here 0.157, somewhat higher than when we only used the 
education variables as independent variables. 
We now add the education variables to see how much they contribute to explaining 
the occurrence of innovation cooperation when we control for enterprise size, 
industry and type of innovation. After excluding non significant variables, we get the 
following model: 
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We see that when we control for enterprise size, industry and type of innovation, 
only one of the education variables remain as significant. This is the proportion of 
employees with the highest other higher education level (ores5p). It is clearly 
significant, and positive.  
The R2 analogue here is 0.176, which should be compared to the corresponding 
figure for the model without this variable, 0.157. 
We then introduce the R&D variables, first replacing them for the education 
variables. This gives the following model: 
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The R&D variables again contribute substantially to explaining the variation in the 
dependent variable. When all four R&D variables are considered, only the 
dichotomous variables are significant, not the quantitative intensity variables. Not 
surprisingly, having external R&D contributes more than having internal R&D to 
predicting the occurrence of innovation cooperation. The R2 analogue is here 0.222, 
up from 0.157 for the model without the R&D variables. 
We lastly look at how much the education variables contribute to predicting the 
occurrence of innovation cooperation when we also control for R&D. We then end 
up with the following model: 
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We see that the proportion of employees with the highest other higher education 
level (ores5p) is still clearly significant also when we control for R&D. This was to 
be expected, as the correlation between this variable and the R&D variables is at best 
very weak. The R2 analogue here becomes 0.237, up from 0.222 without the 
education variable. 
 43 
7. PATENT APPLICATIONS 
The enterprises were also asked if they had applied for at least one patent, in any 
country, during the period 1995-1997. Of the 861 enterprises with innovation in our 
sample, 156 or 18.1 per cent had made at least one patent application.  
We will first look at how the probability of having patent applications varies with the 
education level of the work force, ignoring other variables. After excluding non 
significant variables we get the following model: 
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We are here left with six of the education variables. Four of them are higher 
education variables, and two of these higher education at the highest level. Besides, 
both the proportion of employees with at least secondary education (seceup) and the 
proportion of employees with craft education (craftp) are significant. The probability 
of having patent applications increases with the former, decreases with the latter. 
Having employees with the highest level engineer education (engin05) also clearly 
increases the probability of having patent applications. Besides, two of the business 
administration education variables are significant, and positive: the proportion of 
employees with business administration, etc. education at any level (econw) and the 
dichotomous variable registering whether there are employees with highest level 
business administration education (econ05). Lastly, the probability of having patent 
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applications decreases with the proportion of employees with other higher education 
(oresw). The R2 analogue is 0.113. 
We then go on to look at how the probability of having patent applications varies 
with enterprise size, industry and type of innovation. This is summed up in the 
following model: 
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Concerning type of innovation, we see that the probability of having patent 
applications is considerably lower among enterprises with only process innovations 
(pconly) than among enterprises with only product innovations (pdonly) or with both 
types of innovation (reference group). The difference between the latter two 
categories is not significant. The probability increases with enterprise size. 
Controlling for enterprise size and type of innovation, the industries with the highest 
probability of having patent applications are basic metals (di27), electronics, etc. 
(di3033) and metal products (di28), while the industries with the lowest probability 
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are food and beverages (reference group), printing and publishing (di22) and textiles, 
etc. (di1720).  
The R2 analogue is here 0.160, substantially higher than in the model with only 
education variables. 
We may then look at to what extent the education variables contribute to predicting 
the occurrence of patent applications when we control for enterprise size, industry 
and type of innovation. Excluding non significant variables, we get the following 
model: 
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We see that three of the six variables which were significant when we only entered 
the education variables are still significant when we control for enterprise size, 
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industry and type of innovation. We note that among the variables which are no 
longer significant is the engineering education variable (engin05). 
Two of the variables which are still significant are not higher education variables. 
They are the proportion of employees with at least secondary education (seceup, 
which of course also includes all higher education) and the proportion of employees 
with craft education (craftp, also included among those with at least secondary 
education). The probability of having patent applications still increases with the 
proportion of employees with at least secondary education, decreases with the 
proportion of employees with craft education. The third education variable which is 
still significant, but clearly less so than the two others, is the proportion of employees 
with business administration education at any level (econw). 
Together these three education variables contribute quite substantially to predicting 
the occurrence of patent applications. The R2 analogue here becomes 0.212, up from 
0.160 in the model without the education variables, i.e. with only enterprise size, 
industry and type of innovation. 
We now introduce R&D, and first replace the education variables with the R&D 
variables. After excluding non significant variables we get the following model: 
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We see that only the internal R&D variables are significant here, not the external 
R&D variables. The quantitative intensity variable is clearly the more important, but 
also the dichotomous variable contributes significantly. Again the contribution of the 
R&D variables as a whole is substantial, and larger than of the education variables. 
While, as we saw, the education variables increased the R2 analogue from 0.160 to 
0.212, the corresponding increase attributable to the R&D variables is from 0.160 to 
0.237. 
Lastly, we look at the contribution from the education variables to predicting the 
occurrence of patent applications when we also control for R&D, i.e. in addition to 
enterprise size, industry and type of innovation. After excluding non significant 
variables, we end up with the following model: 
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The three education variables which were significant when we controlled enterprise 
size, industry and type of innovation are still significant when we also control for 
R&D. This reflects the fact that these three variables correlate either only moderately 
or weakly with the R&D variables. Adding the education variables increases the R2 
analogue to 0.268, from 0.237 without these variables. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
We have here combined data on highest achieved education in Norwegian enterprises 
in 1997 with data on R&D and innovation from the Norwegian innovation survey of 
1997. The purpose has been to investigate to what extent the educational 
characteristics of employees can be used as indicators of the innovation capabilities 
of business enterprises. We have done this by investigating to what extent the 
different education variables can be used to predict or explain different indicators of 
innovation and innovation activities from the Norwegian innovation survey. An 
important component of this investigation is the relationship between the education 
variables and R&D expenditures, which have been the most frequently used indicator 
of the innovation activity of enterprises, industries and countries.  
A central concern has thus been to investigate to what extent the education variables 
express roughly the same dimension as the R&D variables, and to what extent they 
represent different kinds of innovation capabilities, different dimensions, than what 
is captured by R&D intensities. This investigation has consisted in, first, looking at 
the correlation of the education variables with R&D intensity. We have then 
investigated to what extent the education variables predict other innovation 
indicators, for instance whether enterprises are innovative at all, what kinds of 
innovations they tend to introduce (product or process or both), whether they have 
innovation cooperation, whether they have patent applications. Lastly, we have 
looked at to what extent the effect of the education variables on these other 
innovation indicators remain when we control for R&D expenditures. 
We find here a clear difference between the natural science education variables and 
the other education variables. Natural science educations we have divided into 
engineering education and other natural science education. They are both higher 
educations. The other educations considered are higher education within the business 
administration field and other higher education, but we also use the proportion of 
employees with craft education, and, lastly, the proportion of employees with at least 
secondary education, i.e. including all higher education as well as craft education. 
The natural science education variables generally correlate quite substantially with 
R&D. They generally also on their own contribute quite substantially to predicting 
other innovation indicators which we use as dependent variables. However, they in 
general do not contribute significantly over and above what is given by the R&D 
variables: in none of our analyses their effects are significant when we control for 
R&D. These variables thus seem to represent the same dimension as the R&D 
variables. 
The other education variables correlate more weakly or not at all with R&D. In 
general, when entered alone, they contribute less than the natural science education 
variables to predicting the other indication indicators which we use as dependent 
variables. However, in contradistinction to the natural science education variables, to 
the extent that they do have an effect on these other innovation indicators, these 
effects tend to remain also when we control for R&D. In these other education 
variables we may thus see an indication of other dimensions of innovation capacity 
than what is reflected in R&D expenditures 
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